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Below is a list of changes to the DBPLUS Performance Monitor system for monitoring Microsoft SQL Server
instances.

New in version 2021.1

1.1. Anomaly Monitor
The Anomaly Monitor module is available in the DBPLUS Performance Monitor application. The module
presents information about detected problems in the monitored SQL instance. Data on the website are
presented in two tabs:
● Anomaly Monitor
● Alerts Browser
The Anomaly Monitor tab presents the events detected in the monitored SQL instance based on the trend
study for the most important performance statistics. The verification covers queries performed in the
database, the performance of the disk array, and statistics on the main waits that affect the database
performance. Monitoring has information about issues divided into classes:
• Change Plan
The problems presented in this class relate to changing the execution plan. In the event of detecting a decrease
in the performance of a given query, the application verifies whether the event is related to a plan change,
and at the same time checks whether a faster / better plan can be found in the history of the query. The
number of days taken into account to find a faster plan depends on the History Days for Plan Change
Estimation parameter available in the Alerts Settings menu in the General settings tab. Default value is set to
30 days.
• CPU
The CPU class occurs when problems with rising SOS_SCHEDULER_YIELD wait events are detected. The
increase in the level of this expectation is related to the pressure on the CPU by queries performed at a given
moment in the database.
● I/O
This class indicates problems with the disk array. The application checks whether the indicators related to the
performance of the disk array have deteriorated .Additionally, the level of expectations related to I / O
resources is verified.
● Latch
The occurrence of such problems is related to the high level of Latches. Depending on the source of the
problem, the application informs the User about the reason for the decline in database performance caused
by Latches.
● Lock
The class contains events related to the occurrence of locks in the monitored SQL instance.
• Application
The occurrence of the problem is related to the increase in the ASYNC_NETWORK_IO wait level, which
indicates that the database is waiting for a response from application.
• Memory
Problems related to this class indicate that there are memory problems in the monitored SQL instance.
● New SQL Statement
The reason for the occurrence of such problems is the appearance of a new query that has not been performed
so far or has not been previously detected by DBPLUS monitoring. At the same time, it significantly utilizes the
database resources where it is performed. Information about the detection of a new query will be visible for
a period of 3 days (from the occurrence moment). It depends on the new parameter Number of days to
consider the statement as NEW available in the Alerts Settings menu in the General settings tab. The New SQL
Statement problem will also not occur if the query does not have an important impact on the performance of
the monitored SQL instance.
● Remote
The problem arises because the response from the remote external host (database / application) is awaiting.
The flow of data between hosts on the network and remote aspect applications require time to process each
request addressed to it. The application that communicates with the remote host must wait for the read data
to arrive.
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• Replication
This class is associated with a higher level of replication (HADR).
● SQL Statement
The SQL Statements class indicates a problem with queries where overall Elapsed Time statistics have
deteriorated. However, the source of the deterioration in query duration has not been identified.
● SQL statement - buffer gets
For queries assigned to this class, the amount of data read from the memory buffer has increased.
● SQL statement - disk reads
This class groups queries where an increase in the amount of data read from disk resources has been detected,
compared to the historical trend for a given statistic.
● SQL statement – executions
For queries assigned to this problem class, an increase in the number of executions in a given snap was
detected in relation to the query history for the last 30 days. The administrator should verify what is the reason
for the sudden increase in the amount of performances associated with the problem query.
• Other
This class contains an increase in the level of expectations for which a dedicated class has not been defined.
In the next versions of the application, the cases included in the Other class will be described and analyzed in
terms of finding the source of the problem.
After enter the Anomaly screen, the monitor will be presented with a graph that shows the performance
anomalies for the last two weeks.
Important!! The mechanism of calculating problems based on trends is not retroactive. Immediately after
updating the application to version 2021.1, the screen may not show the above-mentioned data. Manual alert
recalculation is available. Use the mechanism available in the Configuration - Alert settings menu in the Adhoc
Alerts calculator tab for the monitored SQL instance.
Each class available on the chart is presented in a separate color. The height of the bar depends on the effect
of the class on the database performance. The bigger / more serious problem is detected, the higher the
column of the given color will be.

Below the graph, there is a list of performance problem classes that were detected in the presented period.
To verify the problem, select the day by click on the chart to verify the performance problems. The next chart
shows the problem classes found on a given day.
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For a detailed analysis, click on the row with the problem class for which User wants to verify the cause of the
problem.

The query problem for which a Execution plan change event has been detected is presented below. By
selecting a given row, a panel with the details of a given query opens. In the legend on the right side of the
graph, the statistics where the threshold values were exceeded are highlighted in orange.

A general description of the problem is presented above the graph (Details), and the fastest plan for the query
under examination is indicated. When the plan changes, the chart presents information grouped for each plan.
In the case of detection of a problem related to exceeding the trend level for a given wait (eg LCK_M_IX waits),
the Details tab presents general information on the exceeded statistics for a given wait with information about
the reason for the increase in the level of a given wait. In addition, the tab Related queries were related queries
where the period of time waiting for the wait was the biggest.

The Alerts browser tab contains information on events not directly related to the performance of queries
performed in the SQL instance. The tab presents alerts:
● Online,
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● User own alerts,
● Associated with excess space used,
● Others not related to queries.
After entering the tab, alerts are presented in the form of a graph for the last 2 weeks. The height of the bar
in the graph corresponds to the number of occurrences of a given problem on a given day.
After clicking on a point on the graph, the User receives information about all the occurrences of problems on
the indicated day.

1.1.1. Exclude queries from monitoring
Excluding queries from monitoring is a useful functionality when the alarm thresholds are often exceeded for
a given query and the Administrator cannot improve the performance of a given query (e.g. in the case of a
query in system views or without limiting conditions). The configuration of excluding the query from
monitoring is available in the Configuration> Alert Settings settings menu, in the Exlude Alerts> SQL Statement
Exlude tab.
After entering the website, there are three options to exclude the query:
● for the query id Query hash,
● for text or a piece of query text.
Adding a new exclude is possible by clicking the [Add new exlude] button for the selected exclusion option.
Exclusions from monitoring can always be made for a selected SQL instance. Excluding monitoring means that
from that moment in the event of an alert related to the query, such alert will not be presented in the
application and no e-mail notification will be sent.

In the case of re-enabling the query for alerting, select the editing options from the list and disable the given
configuration or delete the entered configuration by selecting the [Delete] option. After changing the settings,
information about problems for the query will be presented again.
Important! After re-enabling monitoring, alerts that were not displayed at the time when the query was
excluded from monitoring will not be restored.
Excluding by query id at the moment generates an alert during the procedure, snap verifies that queries
complies with the conditions of exclusion and does not generate alerts for designated queries. Verification
takes place each time during the alert calculation procedure (every 15 minutes).
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On the pages where alerts are visible, we have added the ability to quickly exclude queries from monitoring.
To exclude, click on the "bell" icon. After accepting the selection, the given query will be added to the exclusion
configuration.

In order to re-enable the query for monitoring, the User may again un-click the exclusion from the alert level
and restore the query for monitoring. In this case, the exclusion entry will be removed from the configuration.

1.2. Wait Dictionary
In the application, the User can obtain information about the wait level and what the wait is related to, and
how to try to solve the problem with the high level of a given wait (expectations).
Sample description for wait: OLEDB

Information on waits can be found primarily in the Waits tab. Currently, the dictionary contains information
on over 30 most common expectations in an SQL instance. In subsequent versions of the application, the
dictionary will be systematically enlarged and updated.
In the case of the Waits / Overview tab, information about waits can be read by clicking the question mark
icon for waits visible for each of the graphs. If the icon is missing, it means that the given wait has not been
added to the dictionary yet and will be completed in subsequent versions.
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Similarly tab Waits / Analyze information about the waits are visible at the level of the rows in the table and
on the main Dashboard screen that shows a graph of the top statistics waits for the past 15 minutes.

1.3. Query formatting and parsing
In order to speed up the analysis of queries in the DBPLUS application, the query parsing mechanism has been
used. This functionality is based on the analysis of components of query objects (tables, indexes). Thanks to
the query parsing mechanism, it is possible to quickly verify which tables and columns are used in the analyzed
query. The parsing mechanism is available after clicking on the Show Plan Objects for the link visible in the
query plan. To run the parsing, click on the Parser SQL Query option (see the example below). After correct
parsing, the User can highlight tables and columns for selected objects. In the latest version, we improved the
mechanism in terms of handling new query syntaxes and, above all, the speed of operation.

In some cases, the query parsing mechanism forces the query content to be changed by substituting a specific
data type for a bound variable. Only variables are changed. Information about the changes made is always
visible under the text of the query, marked with an additional comment:
--(comment inserted by DBPLUS) Bind variables replaced by:

1.4. General improvements
1.4.1. Load trends Compare
In the application, it is possible to compile performance statistics for individual days. To do this, go to the
Compare - Compare Days tab. By selecting interesting days, the User can easily compile data for a given
statistics for the indicated days. Currently, we have added the ability to narrow the range for hours.
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Additionally, the latest version offers the possibility of compiling multiple periods on one chart. By going to
the Compare Periods tab, it is possible to verify the database performance for a given statistic. Several periods
should be displayed at once.

1.4.2. New Backup screen
The DBPLUS application enables the User to analyze RMAN backups performed in the monitored database.
Information about the performed backups is available in the Backups menu. In the latest version, we have
improved the way of presenting backups on the chart as well as in the tables below the chart. After clicking on
a given backup on the chart, it will be selected and the data in two tables INPUT and OUTPUT FILES will be
presented under the chart.
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1.4.3. I/O Stats with Sql Statements
In the DBPLUS application, disk array performance monitoring is available. This information is collected from
the system views of the database as part of the snap procedure every 15 minutes and presented in the I/O
Stats - I/O Analyze tab. By going to the SQL Statements tab, the User can easily connect whether the change
in the disk array statistics is related to the query being executed at that time.

1.4.4. Performance reports with the option to print in * .docx format
In the application, it is possible to generate a report (Performance report) which contains a list of top queries
that operate in the monitored SQL instance. Depending on the selected scope, the report presents information
about the queries that have the greatest impact on the database performance in the selected scope. Until
now, the data was only available from the application level. From now on, the User can print the report in the
* .docx format and send it for analysis outside the DBPLUS application.

1.4.5. Quick selection of lines (Shift)
In the SQL Analyze screen, we added options to quickly select multiple rows in a table. Quick selection is
available when User selects the first row in a group, then selects the last row with the SHIFT button pressed.

1.4.6. Additional filters search session history
The session history screen has the option to search sessions with Show additional filters. In the latest version,
we have added the ability to search by the Nt user name column.

1.4.7. Locks export
If the User wants to send information about blockades, he must indicate the point on the chart where there
were blockades. Then, after clicking the right button on the mouse, an option about the possible export of
locks will be displayed. The export is performed to a file in the * .csv format.
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1.4.8. End of support for the old version of Dashboard
In version 2021.1, we ended support for the "old" Dashboard. This screen will no longer be expanded and will
be replaced by the current Dashboard screen allowing the User to simultaneously analyze all available
platforms. The link that points to the old Dashboard has been redirected.

1.4.9. Parameter for SQL Server job history
Parameters that control the collection of job history information have been added in the latest version of the
application. The parameters are available in the Settings menu in the OTHER SETTINGS section. The Monitor
jobs parameter is responsible for enabling the collection of information about jobs. The parameter is set to
OFF by default. Another Number of days… parameter is responsible for the duration of storing job history
information in the repository database. The default value is set to 365 days.
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